D&B-12D Track Mounted Drill Rig

The Seismic Drilling Services D&B-12 Multipurpose Track Mounted Drill Rig is fit for purpose and is equipped with, or exceeds, the appropriate safety systems required to meet Australian safety standards. With 12 ton pullback capacity, 6 ton pull down and fitted with a Cummins QSB 6.7 diesel engine capable of 275hp, this is a powerful rig designed on a compact footprint.

**Key Features**

- Low Angle Drilling Capacity
- Fire Suppression System
- Hands-free Rod Handling System
- Metzke Makor Break
- Rotation Safety Cage with Hydraulic Lockout
- Dedicated Rig Mounted Hydraulic Mud Mixing Pump
- Table Mounted Hydraulic Rotating Breakout Clamp
- Wireless Remote Tramming
- 350mm, 150Kg Extendable Jib Boom
- Hydraulic Outrigger Jack Legs for increased stability
MAIN WINCH 5,000 kg
RETRACT FORCE 12,000 kg
RETRACT SPEED 30 m/min
PULL DOWN FORCE 6,000 kg
PULL DOWN SPEED 35 m/min
ENGINE HP 275
MAX RIG TORQUE 4,120 Nm
OVERALL LENGTH (MAST DOWN) 7,900 mm
OVERALL WIDTH 2,000 mm
OVERALL TRANSPORT HEIGHT 3,000 mm
OVERALL MAST HEIGHT 8,100 mm
OVERALL WEIGHT 8000 kg

ROD SIZE DEPTH
4” RC 200m
PQ3 300m
HQ/HQ3 600m
NQ2/NQ3 800m